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We have measured the differential cross section for the γ 3He→ π+t reaction. This reaction was studied
using the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS)
at Jefferson Lab. Real photons produced with the Hall-B bremsstrahlung tagging system in the energy range
from 0.50 to 1.55 GeV were incident on a cryogenic liquid 3He target. The differential cross sections for the
γ 3He→ π+t reaction were measured as a function of photon-beam energy and pion-scattering angle. Theoretical
predictions to date cannot explain the large cross sections except at backward angles, showing that additional
components must be added to the model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.83.034001 PACS number(s): 25.20.Lj, 13.60.Le, 21.45.Ff, 25.10.+s

I. INTRODUCTION

Comparing an elementary meson production process on
a free nucleon with the same process inside a nucleus is
an interesting problem in nuclear physics. The contribution
of mesonic degrees of freedom to the various processes
in nuclei can be investigated in the case of the two- and
three-nucleon systems for which accurate wave functions,
based on realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials, are available.
Studying this production process is ideal for understanding
the interaction of pions with nuclei and to search for possible
effects mediated by nucleon resonances in nuclear matter.
Reactions such as γ+3He→ π+ + t , γ+3He→ π0+3He,
γ + t → π−+3He, and γ + t → π0 + t have been studied
by both experimental and theoretical groups over the last
four decades [1–10]. Studying these processes is useful in
developing our understanding of nuclear structure and the
long-range part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction described
by the one-pion exchange model. Furthermore, it provides
information to characterize themechanisms of photon-induced
reactions in few-body nucleon systems, for example, the
two- and three-body photon-absorption mechanisms and
the contributions of the meson-exchange currents (MECs) in
these reactions. However, all the previous measurements were
done near the threshold or in the � resonance region.
This measurement is part of a program at Jefferson Lab

to study the mechanisms of photon-induced reactions in
few-body systems. This program aims to investigate the
fundamental processes in the nuclear environment and to test
the theoretical calculations that are performed using the exact
few-body nuclear wave functions based on nucleon-nucleon
interactions.
The goal of the present analysis is tomeasure the differential

cross section for the γ+3He → π+ + t reaction for energies
above the � resonance region. This analysis is complemen-
tary to the previously reported measurements on three-body
systems, e.g., the three-body photodisintegration of 3He [11].
The γ+3He → π+ + t channel is one of the most important
pion-production channels because it is an isoelastic nuclear

*Current address: Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Sezione di
Genova, 16146 Genova, Italy.

transition within the isodoublet (3H,3He), with the same
quantum numbers as the elementary reaction on the nucleon.
The same nuclear wave functions can be used for the initial and
final states (except for Coulomb effects). This reaction is par-
ticularly attractive because the 3He target is the lightest nucleus
on which one can observe coherent π+ photoproduction with
charge exchange. It allows us to study pion photoproduction
in a complex nucleus where the final state, consisting of a free
pion and triton, is well defined and can be identified easily in
terms of energy and angle or momentum transfer.
The first experiment to measure the cross section for

γ+3He → π+ + t over a range of energies and angles was
performed by O’Fallon et al. in 1965 [1]. The measurement
was done for photon energies of 180–260 MeV and triton
scattering angles of 26, 30, 35, and 40 deg. They found that
the cross section could be described by the cross section
from a single free proton times the square of the nuclear
matter form factor for 3He, modified by kinematic factors.
However, the measured cross sections were from 25%–50%
below the simple form-factor theory. It was suggested that this
discrepancy was due to a suppression of pion production in
nuclear matter.
In 1979, Argan et al. [2] measured the yield of π+

photoproduction on 3He near the threshold and compared it
with electron-scattering data on the proton. They obtained the
matrix element for threshold pion photoproduction and showed
that a unique form factor cannot account for both processes.
This suggested that many-body contributions affect the two
reactions differently. In fact, to achieve a complete coherent
calculation and to obtain quantitative information on themany-
body contribution to pion photoproduction, it was suggested
that the 3He and the deuterium casesmust be treated in parallel.
On the other hand, the pion production can be considered as an
almost one-body process where the contribution of Final-state
interaction (FSI) is small. In the�-resonance region it may be
described by the dominance and propagation of that resonance.
Another earlier experiment that measured the differential

cross section for γ+3He → π+ + t was performed by
Bachelier et al. [3] in 1973. In that experiment, the differential
cross section was measured at a constant value of the momen-
tum transfer of the recoiling triton using the bremsstrahlung
photon beam (227.5–453 MeV) of the Saclay linear electron
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accelerator. In that work, the experimental results were
obtained as a function of the incident-photon energy and
compared with the calculations of Lazard and Maric [4].
Bellinghausen et al. [5] performed an experiment in Bonn

in 1985 where the photoproduction of charged pions on
3He and 3H was measured in the �(1232)-resonance region
with an incident-photon energy range of 250–450 MeV.
The results of that measurement for γ+3He → π+ + t

were compared with the calculation of Sanchez-Gomez and
Pascual [6]. In their model, the photoproduction of pions
on nuclei with three nucleons is considered in the elastic
channel. Calculations were performed using the impulse
approximation and neglecting rescattering effects. These
processes were studied for incident photon energies between
200 and 500 MeV in the laboratory frame.
The current analysis is the first to report on the γ+3He→

π+ + t channel with incident photon energies above 500MeV.
In Sec. II we discuss the development of the model cal-
culations. The description of the experiment and the data
analysis procedures, including the event selection, background
corrections, study of the detector acceptance, extracting cross
sections, and the systematic uncertainties, are given in Sec. III.
Section IV contains the results and comparison with the model
calculations.

II. MODEL PREDICTIONS

On the theoretical front, a model was developed by Tiator
et al. [7] based on realistic three-body Faddeev functions in
the plane-wave impulse approximation (PWIA). This model
used a production process with Born terms, vector meson
exchange, and�(1232) excitation. Good agreement was found
with low-momentum-transfer data (up to 3.1 fm−2) from
Ref. [3]; however, the PWIA could not explain the data at
higher momentum transfer.
In a later calculation performed by Kamalov et al. [8],

the intermediate pion scattering between two nucleons also
was taken into account. In this model, the coherent π0 and
π+ photoproduction and elastic and charge-exchange pion
scattering on 3He were calculated in a consistent way. In
this model, realistic three-body Faddeev wave functions were
used and full nonlocal distorted-wave impulse-approximation
(DWIA) results for pion photoproduction were obtained.
Comparison with experimental data showed good agreement
over a wide range of momentum transfer for the photon energy
range between 230 and 450 MeV.

FIG. 1. Diagrams for the dispersive and pion rescattering terms
in nuclear pion photoproduction. The two-body diagrams are shown
in (c) and (d). Figure is from Ref. [10].

FIG. 2. Differential cross section at θ c.m.
π = 137◦ as a function of

nuclear momentum transfer Q2 from Ref. [3]. The dotted (dashed)
curves show the PWIA (DWIA) results. The dash-dotted curve
includes the corrections due to coupling with the breakup channels,
and the solid line shows the complete calculation with the additional
two-body mechanisms. Figure is from Ref. [10].

In 1995, the two-bodymechanismswere explicitly included
in the model [10], where the photon is absorbed by one
nucleon and the pion is emitted from the other nucleon (Fig. 1).
The inclusion of these processes resulted in better agreement
between the calculations and the previous data at higher
momentum transfers. However, even with all of the considered
effects and pion distortions, themodel could not account for the
large enhancement seen in the experimental data at large Q2

(Q2 > 6 fm−2). Figure 2 shows the differential cross section at
θ c.m.
π = 137◦ as a function of nuclear momentum transfer Q2

from Ref. [3], compared with the complete model calculations
with the additional two-body contributions. The variable Q2

is the square of the three-momentum of the recoil triton.

III. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS

A. Experimental apparatus

The γ 3He → tπ+ reaction was measured during CLAS
experiment E93-044 (g3a running period) in December 1999
with the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CE-
BAF) Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) at Jefferson
Lab [12]. CLAS is a large-acceptance spectrometer used to
detect multiparticle final states. Six superconducting coils
generate a toroidal magnetic field around the target with
azimuthal symmetry about the beam axis. The coils divide
CLAS into six sectors, each functioning as an independent
magnetic spectrometer. Each sector is instrumented with
three regions of drift chambers (DCs), R1-3, to determine
charged-particle trajectories [13], and scintillator counters
(SCs) for time-of-flight measurements [14]. In the forward
region, gas-filled threshold Cherenkov counters (CCs) are
used for electron and/or pion separation up to 2.5 GeV [15],
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Difference between the Tagger time and
the start-counter (ST) time (solid histogram). The tagger and ST
coincidence time for selected events is required to be within 1 ns
(shaded histogram). The secondary peaks, corresponding to the
nearby beam buckets, are also visible.

and electromagnetic calorimeters (ECs) are used to identify
and measure the energy of electrons and high-energy neutral
particles, as well as to provide electron and/or pion separation
[16]. The primary 1.645 GeV electron beam was incident on
the thin radiator of the Hall-B photon tagger [17]. Tagged
photons were produced with 20%–95% of the energy of the
primary electron beam. In the g3a experiment, real photons
tagged in the energy range from 0.35 to 1.55 GeV were
incident on an 18-cm-thick liquid 3He target. The field of the
CLAS toroidal magnet was set to half of its maximum value
to optimize the momentum resolution and the acceptance for
positively charged particles. A trigger was usedwith a required
coincidence between hits in the tagger, the start counter (ST),
and the time-of-flight (TOF) paddles. About 109 triggers were
collected at a production current of 10 nA.

B. Event selection

In order to associate the reaction of interest with the
triggering tagged photon, the coincidence time between the
tagger and CLAS was required to be within ±1 ns. A cut
was applied to the time difference�t between the CLAS start
time at the interaction point recorded by the start counter (ST)
and the tagger. The central peak in Fig. 3 corresponds to the
tagger hits that are in time coincidence with CLAS within the
2-ns-wide beam bucket. In the g3a run period, only about 2%
of the events contained more than one tagged photon.
The final-state particles were identified by determining

their charge, momentum, and velocity. Charge and momentum
were obtained from the drift-chamber tracking information
and the velocity from the time of flight and path length to
the scintillation counters. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed
mass distribution of positively charged particles. The events
of interest were those with two and only two positively
charged particles detected in coincidence. A triton candidate
was required to have a positive charge and a reconstructedmass
squaredm2 between 6.5 and 10.0 (GeV/c2)2. A pion candidate
was required to have a positive charge and a reconstructedmass
squared between 0.05 and 0.3 (GeV/c2)2. In order to assure
that the events of interest were produced within the 3He target
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Hadron mass calculated from the time-
of-flight information. The histogram in the top panel shows the mass
distribution for all positively charged hadrons. The solid histogram
in the lower panel is the selected sample of pions and tritons that
are detected in coincidence. The shaded histogram shows the same
distribution after applying all the kinematical cuts to remove the
background (see Sec. III C for details).

volume, a cut was applied to the z component of the interaction
vertex along the beam line.
Energy-loss corrections were applied to the selected par-

ticles because they lose a non-negligible part of their energy
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Distributions of the missing mass squared
of the detected triton (left) and pion (right) before (top) and after
(bottom) the energy-loss corrections. Gaussian fits shown in solid
blue are performed to determine the mean value and the width of
each distribution. The accepted values for the pion and triton mass
squared are 0.0195 and 7.890 (GeV/c2)2, respectively.
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TABLE I. Summary of the mean values and widths of the pion
and triton missing-mass-squared distributions before and after the
energy-loss corrections. The accepted values for the pion and triton
mass squared are 0.0195 and 7.890 (GeV/c2)2, respectively.

Without corrections With corrections

(MMπ+ )2 (GeV/c2)2 7.894 7.878
Width (GeV/c2)2 0.08197 0.06974
(MMt )

2 (GeV/c2)2 0.09613 0.02137
Width (GeV/c2)2 0.02846 0.02376

in the target material and start counter before they reach the
drift chambers. The effect of the energy-loss corrections after
applying all of the kinematic cuts on the final sample of tπ+
data is shown in Fig. 5. The importance of these corrections can
be demonstrated by comparing the missing-mass squared of
either the detected pion or the detected triton before and after
applying these corrections. Table I summarizes the result of
fitting Gaussians to the pion and triton missing-mass-squared
distributions before and after the energy-loss corrections.
Also, fiducial-volume cuts were applied to ensure that the

particles are detectedwithin those parts of the volume ofCLAS
where the detection efficiency is high and uniform. These
cuts select regions of CLAS where simulations reproduce the
detector response reasonably well.

C. Background corrections

In order to cleanly select the γ 3He → tπ+ channel,
two-body kinematics were used. The two-body final-state
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The π+t two-body final-state kinematics
require the missing energy (upper left), missing mass squared (upper
right), and missing momentum (lower left) to be zero, and the π+t

opening angle (lower right) to be 180◦. The peaks correspond to
the real coherent π+t events from the 3He target. The shaded areas
correspond to the nearly background-free sample of π+t events after
the five kinematical cuts described in the text were applied.

kinematics for real events require that the missing energy,
missing momentum, and missing-mass squared for tπ+ events
be zero. Also, the opening angle between the three vectors of
the detected pion and triton θtπ+ should be close to 180◦ in the
center-of-mass frame. Our initial sample of events contains
two and only two charged particles. Four-vector conservation
for the reaction γ 3He → tπ+ leads to the determination
of three kinematic variables — the missing energy EX, the
missing momentum PX, and the missing-mass squaredM2

X =
E2

X − P 2
X. These kinematic variables are plotted in Fig. 6.

For the real coherent tπ+ events, we then have EX = 0 GeV,
PX = 0GeV/c,M2

X = 0 (GeV/c2)2, and θtπ+ = 180◦. Indeed,
in Fig. 6 one can see clear peaks showing the real coherent tπ+
events. However, some background can be seen in the selected
events. These events (mostly due to the tπ+π0 channel) can
be removed by applying additional kinematic cuts as follows:

(i) The first cut is applied to the difference between the
measured scattering angle of the pion in the center-
of-mass frame (from the measured three-momentum
vector of the pion) and the calculated one from the
conservation of the four momenta in the γ 3He→ tπ+
reaction (by measuring only the triton momentum).
This difference is plotted in the upper-left side of Fig. 7.
The clear peak around zero corresponds to the real
events from the coherent production of a pion and a
triton. The events for which this angular difference is
outside of the range [-0.1,0.1] were removed from the
data.
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FIG. 7. Cuts were applied on various kinematical variables to
remove the background. Upper left: The difference between the
measured and calculated pion-scattering angles. Upper right: The
difference between the magnitude of pion and triton momenta. Lower
left: The difference between the pion and triton azimuthal angles.
Lower right: The sum of the cosines of the pion and triton scattering
angles. All quantities are shown in the center-of-mass frame.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The calculated values for themissingmass
squared for the detected pion (top) and the detected triton (bottom),
before (solid histogram) and after (shaded histogram) applying the
kinematic cuts. The background is removed by the kinematic cuts.

(ii) The second cut is applied to the difference between the
momenta of the pion and the triton in the center-of-mass
frame. For the real tπ+ events, this difference shows
a peak at around zero with a tail that could be due to
the tπ+π0 events, as shown in the upper-right panel of
Fig. 7. The applied cut requires this difference to be
between -0.1 and 0.1 GeV/c.

(iii) The third cut requires the pion and triton three-momenta
to be in the same plane as the initial photon, i.e., the
difference between the azimuthal angles for the pion
and the triton in the center-of-mass frame is selected
to be 165◦ < φc.m.

tπ+ <195◦. This distribution is shown
in the lower-left panel of Fig. 7. A prominent peak at
around 180◦ is clearly seen.

(iv) The fourth cut is applied to the sum of the cosines of the
pion- and triton-scattering angles in the center-of-mass
frame, shown in the lower-right panel of Fig. 7. This
cut retains only those events with −0.1 < cosθ c.m.

π +
cosθ c.m.

t < 0.1.
(v) Finally, the fifth cut requires the tπ+ missing energy to

be −0.1 < E(X) < 0.1 GeV, shown in the upper left
panel of Fig. 6.

The value of each of these cuts is optimized such that the
maximum number of “good” tπ+ events is retained. Using
these cuts, the background in the spectra of the previously
described kinematic variables is mostly removed, as can be
seen for the shaded areas of Fig. 6. The sample of events
used after these cuts is nearly background-free. This is further
supported by calculating the missing-mass squared of either
the detected pion or the detected triton. These distributions
are shown before and after the above cuts in Fig. 8, and show
that the background has been removed. The clean sample of

TABLE II. Summary of kinematic cuts for event selection.

Description Cut

Coincidence time �t <1 nsec
Positively charged particles 2
Pion identification −0.06 < m2

π < 0.05 (GeV/c2)2

Triton identification 6.5 < m2
t < 10.0 (GeV/c2)2

z vertex [-8,7.5] (cm)

� cos θ c.m.
π [-0.1,0.1]

�pc.m.
π,t [-0.1,0.1] (GeV/c)

�φc.m.
π,t [165,195] deg

cos θ c.m.
π + cos θ c.m.

t [-0.1,0.1]

pions and tritons that are detected in coincidence is also shown
within the shaded areas of Fig. 4.
Table II summarizes the final cuts used to identify the tπ+

events as described in this section.

D. Detector efficiency and acceptance

The raw tπ+ yields are obtained as a function of the
photon-beam energy Eγ and the pion polar angle in the
center-of-mass frame θ c.m.

π . The yields are corrected for
the detector acceptance using a Monte Carlo simulation of
phase-space-distributed tπ+ events within the entire 4π solid
angle. The photon energy was generated randomly with a
uniform distribution from 0.35 to 1.55 GeV. The standard
GEANT-based CLAS simulation package [18] was used to
simulate the detector response. The simulated events were
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Simulated TOF masses for Monte Carlo
generated events, plotted for both logarithmic (top) and linear
(bottom) scales, before (solid histogram) and after (shaded areas)
applying all of the cuts.
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processed with the same event-reconstruction software that
was used to reconstruct the real data. Figure 9 shows the
reconstructed mass distributions for the simulated events with
one pion and one triton after applying all of the cuts.
The acceptance is defined as the ratio of the number

of reconstructed events to the number of generated events.
Due to the geometry and the structure of CLAS, there are
regions of solid angle that are not covered by the detector.
Furthermore, the inefficiencies in the various components of
the detector affect its acceptance and, consequently, the event
reconstruction in CLAS. The acceptance correction factors are
obtained as functions of pion angle θ c.m.

π and photon energyEγ

for each kinematic bin and are used to convert the raw yields
into un-normalized cross sections.

E. Cross sections

The differential cross section is obtained from the expres-
sion

dσ

d�
= N

ηaNγ NT ��
, (1)

where N is the number of measured events in a given energy
and angular bin of solid angle�� = 2π� cos θc.m.. TheCLAS

acceptance is given by ηa;Nγ is the number of photons within
the given energy range incident on the target; and NT is the
number of target nuclei per unit area.
The number of target nuclei per unit area NT is determined

from

NT = ρlNA

A
≈ 2.089× 10−10 nb−1, (2)

where l = 155.0 mm is the target length, ρ = 0.0675 g/cm3

is the density of liquid 3He, A = 3.016 g/mol is its atomic
weight, and NA = 6.022× 1023 atoms/mol is Avogadro’s
number.
The photon yieldNγ was obtained from the tagger hits using

the GFLUX analysis package [19]. This number is corrected for
the data-acquisition dead time.

F. Systematic uncertainties

Table III summarizes the systematic uncertainties. The
uncertainty in the photon-flux determination, including the
tagger-efficiency evaluation, is the same as in the g3a analysis
of Niccolai et al. [11]. The value of the target density given
in the literature was used; its uncertainty is no larger than 2%.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Measured differential cross sections as a function of Eγ for θ c.m.
π = 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, and

140 deg. The error bars indicate statistical uncertainties only.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Measured differential cross sections as a function of θ c.m.
π for Eγ = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2 GeV.

CLAS acceptance limits the detection of the small angle pions. The error bars indicate statistical uncertainties only.

The uncertainties due to the fiducial cuts are estimated and
have been found to be negligible.
The systematic uncertainty due to the CLAS acceptance

was obtained by comparing the cross sections measured by
each pair of the CLAS sectors independently (i.e., the data
from sectors 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6 were combined).
The mean deviation between the three sets of cross sections is
given in Table III.
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainty due to

applying the kinematic cuts, two sets of altered cuts, loose

TABLE III. Summary of systematic uncertainties arising from
various sources.

Source Uncertainty (%)

Photon flux 6
Target density <2
Fiducial cuts Negligible
Solid angle Negligible
CLAS acceptance <15
Kinematic cuts <10
Timing cut Negligible
Total <20

and tight, were used and compared with the nominal cuts.
The root-mean-square of the distribution of the differences
between the cross sections obtained with loose, tight, and the
nominal cuts is considered to be a measure of the systematic
uncertainty due to these cuts.
The CLAS acceptance and kinematic cuts constitute the

largest part of the systematic uncertainty. The individual
systematic uncertainties are summed in quadrature to less
than 20%. The statistical uncertainties for the results of many
kinematic bins are larger than the systematic uncertainties.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cross sections

The measured differential cross sections are shown in
Figs. 10 and 11 as functions of photon energy and pion angle,
respectively. These plots show that the peak of the angular
distributions shifts toward smaller angles with increasing
photon energy. We have also studied the dependence of the
cross sections on the momentum transferred to the triton, Q2.
This variable enters the nuclear wave functions and is mostly
responsible for nuclear structure effects. Our measurements
cover a range of Q2 = 10–37 fm−2 [0.4–1.5 (GeV/c)2] (see
below).
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) (

FIG. 12. Momentum-transfer dependence of the differential cross
section for a fixed pion angle of 137 deg in the c.m. frame. The
curves show the calculations by Tiator and Kamalov for three
different assumptions: plane-wave impulse approximation PWIA
(dotted lines); distorted-wave impulse approximation DWIA (dashed
lines); and DWIA + two-body mechanism [10] (solid lines). Our
data from CLAS are shown as open circles and from Ref. [3] as filled
circles.

B. Comparison with model calculations and previous data

In this section our results are compared with the model
calculations by Tiator and Kamalov and with previous mea-
surements. The calculations were originally suited only for
the energies from the threshold to the � resonance region.
Recently this model has been extended (with MAID) to higher
energies [20] (see Figs. 12–15). The curves show plane-wave
impulse approximation PWIA (dotted line), distorted-wave
impulse approximation DWIA (dashed line), and the DWIA
+ two-body mechanism [10](solid lines).
There is good agreement between the calculations and

experimental data for small momentum transfers. For larger
momentum transfers the calculations can describe the data only
at backward angles. The old measurement at 137 deg can be
nicely extended with our data up toQ2 = 34 fm−2 or 1.4 GeV2
(Fig. 12). For other angles a huge discrepancy is found, e.g.,
at 90 or 60 deg (Figs. 13 and 14). With the new elementary
production operator from MAID, the agreement with data from

) (

FIG. 13. Momentum-transfer dependence of the differential cross
section for a fixed pion angle of 90 deg in the c.m. frame. The curves
are described in Fig. 12. Our data from CLAS are shown as open
circles and from Ref. [9] as a filled circle.

()

FIG. 14. Momentum-transfer dependence of the differential cross
section for a fixed pion angle of 60 deg in the c.m. frame. The
curves are described in Fig. 12. Our data from CLAS are shown as
open circles. Note that in the forward direction, the DWIA and the
DWI+ two-body calculations coincide, as expected, so the two-body
mechanism included in the model does not contribute.

Bachelier et al. [3] is much improved compared to the previous
calculations in 1995 (see Fig. 2).
These are interesting results which were not observed

before when only high-Q2 data were available at one angle,
namely, 137 deg. Our new data suggest that there are other
mechanisms that produce much larger contributions than
the one-body (impulse approximation) and the two-body
mechanisms that were proposed in Ref. [10]. It is possible
that two- or even three-body effects are driving the large cross
sections, but it is not precisely known to what extent.
Figure 15 shows the comparison of the angular dependence

of our cross sections with the full model calculations for
four bins of photon energy from 0.5 to 0.8 GeV. In general,
the calculations fail to describe our data at higher photon
energies and forward angles. This suggests that the one- and
two-body mechanisms alone cannot describe our data and
that the discrepancy between the data and the calculation
might be most likely due to the fact that the three-body
mechanisms are not included in the model. In fact, strong
evidence from analyzing CLAS data in other channels, for
example, γ 3He→ ppn [11], γ 3He→ pd [21], and γ 4He→
pt [22], suggests that three-body contributions become more
important, especially at Eγ = 0.6−0.8 GeV.
The models could be improved by including two-body and

three-body MECs. These processes become more important,
especially at high momentum transfers, because the momen-
tum is shared between two or three nucleons.
Drechsel et al. [23] and Strueve et al. [24] also considered

the two- and three-body MEC in their calculations for the 3He
and 3H form factors. Both models described the experimental
data with a good degree of success after including these
processes.
Another possible process to include in the model would

be the photoinduced reaction �(γ, πN) on a free � that is
created from theN + N → � + N reaction. The existence of
these preformed �’s was investigated by studying reactions
such as A(γ, π+p)B. It was shown that the assumption of a
small amount of preformed � can fit 12C(γ, π+p) data from
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FIG. 15. Comparison of the model calculations from Tiator and Kamalov with the differential cross section as a function of pion scattering
angle in the c.m. frame for various photon-energy bins. The model includes DWIA + two-body mechanism (see text).

MAMI if the �++ is in an S 3
2
orbital [25]. Preformed �’s were

also introduced in the calculations of the 3He and 3H form
factors [24].
On the experimental side, it would be interesting to see

whether there is a similar enhancement in the coherent π0

photoproduction cross section at high momentum transfer
from deuterium [26], 3He, and 4He targets. Perhaps data
are available to be analyzed for this channel from various
experimental groups, for example, Crystal Ball in Mainz,
Crystal Barrel in Bonn, and CLAS at Jefferson Lab.
In summary,we havemeasured the differential cross section

for the γ 3He → tπ+ reaction in the energy range from 0.5
to 1.55 GeV for pion center-of-mass angles between 40 and
140 deg.Wehave compared our datawith the results of the only
available theoretical calculations for these energies [8,10,20].
The comparison shows that the calculations cannot describe
our data at largemomentum transfer andmeasured forward an-
gles. This strongly suggests that there are additional production
mechanisms that are not included in the current formulation

of the model. It would certainly be interesting to see whether
the coherent π0 photoproduction shows similar effects.
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